When the Moon was formed it was much closer to the Earth than it is today. It just needed about 20 days then to go around the Earth. Now it takes the Moon 29.5 days to make one revolution. In order to follow the conservation of angular momentum the Moon had to either move closer to the Earth or recede from Earth. The data from the Lunar Laser Ranging Experiment confirms it to be moving away and the velocity of recession of the Moon have been found to be 3.8 cm/year. This rate is not constant though. At present the Moon's orbit has a radius of 384,000km.
Introduction
The rock samples brought from our Moon during Now putting these values of T, C [1] , C [2] and C[3] and plotting the radial distance with respect to time we get the following curve:
Also on plotting the different points in space at any given time where the moon would have been possibly present using the data generated by Prof.
B.K.Sharma we get the experimental curve as follows:
Summary
It can be seen that the moon actually is moving outward and is approaching for its outer geosynchronous orbit. Also when the two plotted graphs are compared we find a very accurate match.
We need to study the orbital radius expansion or contraction and see if they fit in a general formulation. Also these formulations will the give some very significant idea about the Lengthening of Day (L.O.D). We must also study the orbital radius expansion or contraction of satellites and see if they fit in a general formulation. Among the natural satellites we will cover Moon, Phobos, Deimos, Charon,
Future Directions
Titan and a few other large sized satellites.
